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Abstract. We study the effect of the Jovian water 
cloud on internal gravity waves generated by the impact 
of comet SL9. Vertical structure follows Voyager data 
to the 1-bar level, a moist adiabat from 1 to 5 bars, 
and a dry adiabat below the 5-bar level. The waves 
are trapped in the moist layer and propagate horizon- 
tally. Their speed is related to the vertical integral of 
the Brunt-V•is•l& frequency, and varies as the square 
root of the water abundance (130 m/s for solar com- 
position). The amplitudes are large, e.g., •-1 K at a 
distance of 8000 km for an energy of 1027 ergs. The cix- 
cular ripples should be detectable one or two days after 
the impact in thermal infrared and visible images. 

Introduction 

At the "Comet Pre-Crash Bash • held in Tucson on 

August 23-24, 1993, Dowling proposed that internal 
gravity waves spreading out from the impact would 
provide important information about the vertical ther- 
mal structure of Jupiter's atmosphere at levels below 
those probed by Voyager and other remote sensing in- 
struments. Achterberg and Ingersoll [1989] (henceforth 
AI89) had argued that moist convection in the water 
cloud produces a stable layer in the 3- to 5-bar pressure 
range that acts as a waveguide, allowing only horizontal 
propagation [see also Flazar and Gierazch, 1986; Alii- 
son, 1990]. The first mode of the waveguide propagates 
the fastest, and for a nominal water abundance its phase 
speed is 130 m/s. Dowling noted that waves from the 
impact measure the speed of this mode and hence the 
thermal structure of the water cloud. 

Harrington et al. [1994] (henceforth H94) studied 
the impact-generated waves using a nonlinear, three- 
dimensional, primitive equation model. They found 
gravity waves with speeds up to 400 m/s in the strato- 
sphere, but no selection of particular phase speeds and 
no amplitudes greater than 1.2 K for impact energies 
up to 1029 ergs. But with only five active layers in the 
vertical, they did not include the water cloud in theix 
model and hence did not study the waveguide modes. 
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Here we emphasi•.e the waveguide effect of the water 
cloud. The model is linear and axisymmetric (i.e., two 
dimensional--radial and vertical), and follows chapters 
6 and 7 of Gill [1982]. As in H94, the waves do not 
propagate into Jupiter's interior because it is assumed 
to be adiabatic. The basic state permits analytic solu- 
tion of the the disturbance equations, so our model has 
continuous vertical structure. We model the upward 
propagation of energy without an artificial "sponge" 
by integrating over a continuous spectrum of vertical 
wavenumbers (Gill, section 6.12). 

The hydrostatic approximation limits our analysis 
to low-frequency disturbances whose horizontal scale is 
much greater than the atmospheric scale height. It fil- 
ters out the high-frequency compressional waves that 
propagate into Jupiter's interior at speeds of ~ 10 km/s 
[Kanamori, 1993; Marlevi, 1994; Hunten et al., 1994]. 
The axisymmetric assumption limits our analysis to the 
area near the impact where the Coriolis parameter f can 
be considered constant. It entails neglecting the ,.onal 
wind variations with latitude, which are •-20 m/s near 
the impact point. These approximations are valid dur- 
ing the first 1-2 days for wave speeds of 100-400 m/s. 

Model 

The basic equations and notation are Gill's (6.17.19) 
and (6.17.23), with a modification of the former to take 
into account rotation and cylindrical geometry: 

b-P + f ao. 
where H, is a reference scale height. From Gill (6.17.25) 
it follows that N.H, - N H, where N is the Brunt- 
V•is•!• frequency and H is the true scale height. 

We separate variables as in Gill (6.17.34). The ver- 
tical basis functions • and •. are the solutions of 
(6.17.35) and (6.17.36), with c• the separation constant 
(ce2/g- He - equivalent depth). The lower boundary 
condition (LBC) is • - 0 at the base of the water cloud 
(top of the adiabatic interior), where the pressure is P• 
and z. is •.ero [see Gill (6.17.8)]. This LBC has been 
shown to hold for quasi-geostrophic motions in a thin 
weather layer [Gierazch et al., 1979; AI89]. Using the 
anelastic equations [Ogura and Phillipz, 1962; Ingerzoll 
and Pollard, 1982], but not the hydrostatic approxlrua- 
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tion, one can show that it holds also for gravity waves 
in a thin weather layer provided k2H z • 1, where k is 
the horizontal wavenumber of the disturbance. 

Our model has N. H, - co - constant in the strato- 
sphere, i.e., above the level where P - P0 (Fig. 1). 
There the basis functions are sinusolds with argument 
mz.. The vertical wavenumber m determines ce(m): 

+ = ' (2) 
Since m 2 > 0, it follows that ce < 2c0 (~ 900 m/s). 

The complete solution is an integral over m from 0 to 
oo as in Gill (6.12.2), with p.•/2•, instead of h, and • 

of no- 
mali,.e the basis functions by requiring that •(mz.) 
be a sinusold of unit amplitude in the stratosphere 
(0_( P _(P0). Since the stratosphere extends to infinity 
in z., its contribution dominates that of the troposphere 
(P0 _( P _(Pt) in integrals over z.. Therefore we treat 
(6.12.2) as a Fourier sine transform and use the usual 
2/•r factor in taking its inverse. The same result is ob- 
tained using discrete Fourier series with a rigid lid at 
z. - L, and then letting L -• oo. 

Our model has N.H, - ClP/Pr in the troposphere 
- - (Fig. 1). Thus • is proportional to r. 

1)/c,] for P0 _< P <_ P•. Matching $ and •. at P- Po, 
we obtain the normalized basis functions throughout 
the atmosphere (0 (_ P (_ P•). We choose co, c•, Po, 
and Pr by requiring that the mean temperature match 
the Voyager profile at 1 mbar, be continuous at P - Po, 
and match the amplitude and height of the first peak 
in the response function in Fig. 3 of AI89. 

Scaling arguments suggest that the momentum of the 
comet is negligible compared to the energy, as a source 
of gravity waves. The ratio of the two effects varies 
as c,/•c, where •c is the velocity of the comet, about 
60,000 m/s, and Ce is of order 130 m/s. Adopting a 
Green's function approach, we assume that the comet 
releases energy in a vertical line at r - 0. Allowing for 
the finite area of the source requires conyplying our re- 
suits with an appropriate hori,.ontal weighting function. 

The ini,tial temperature perturbation is Q/Cv, where 
Q is the energy deposited per unit mass and C'v is the 
heat capacity. Gill's (6.17.23) gives the initial •I,"' 

a9z. t=0 = = (s) 
Here • is the ratio R/Cv where R is the gas constant; 
q(z.) is the energy deposited per unit pressure interval; 
and •(r) is a delta function defined so that the integral 
2•r • 5(r) r dr is unity. We choose a simple analytic form 
for q(z,), namely q - q0 - constant for 0 (_ P (_ Po, 

q - q0 r0)/r=] < r < 
P•. For Po <Pm < Pr, q(z.) has a maximum in the 
troposphere at P - Pro. Our nominal model has Pm - 
oo. No energy is deposited at levels where P ) P•. 

Combining Eqs. (1), (3), and Gm's (6.17.23) we ob- 
tain the equation for the steady part of the solution 

(r, z.) in terms of the forcing function q(z.)' 

This equation, which is analogous to Gin's (7.2.20), fol- 
lows from the conservation of potential vorticity. The 
second-order operator in z. is the same as Z: in AI89. 
The eigenvalue :X of this operator is the same as fica. 

Multiplying Eq. (4) by p,1/25 and integrating over z. 
from 0 to oo, we obtain an ordinary differential equa- 
tion for q,(r;m) [see Gm (6.17.34)]. The solution in- 
volves the modified Bessel function K0(fr/c•). Inte- 
grating over m, the steady part of the solution is 

,I,. (r, z,) -- • p2' •/• •,(z.) r(m) Ko •-• din, 
(s) 

D(m) = • pi •/• $(z.) • •MH, / dz. . (6) 
The integr• • (6) • done an•ytic•y. The 2/w factor 
comes •om the Fourier s•e transform. 

The transient solution follows • • section 7.3 of G•, 
w•ch • for a s•gle layer and Cartesian geometry. We 
have continuous vertic• structure and cy•ndric• geom- 
etry, so the separation constant c•(m) replaces c and the 
Bessel function Jo(kr) replaces s•(kz). Key •tegr• 
•e (8.13.2) and (8.2.41) of E•lyi [1954]. The Green's 
function an•ogous to G•'s (7.3.14) •, for t > r/ce, 

with G(r, t; m) - 0 otherwise. The normalization is 
such that 8G/•t is equal to 5(r) at t - 0. 

The complete solution for •" (r, z., t) is 

ß (r, z., t') dr', (8) 

-- • D(m) G(r, t; m) din. ß (r, p:'/* 

The first term in (8)satisfies the initial condition (3) 
and tends to zero at large t. The second term is initially 
zero and tends to the steady solution (5) at large t. 

The integrations in (5), (8), and (9), and the differ- 
entiation in (8) are performed numerically. The square- 
root singularity in G, although integrahie, produces 
noise in the expression for •. The noise is amplified 
on taking the time derivative, but is suppressed by fil- 
tering and by going to a finer step size in m. 

Results 

Figure 1 shows our nominal N(P) profile compared 
to that in Fig. 2 of AI89. The latter uses Voyager data 
and a moist adiabat with solar water abundance. Our 
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Figure 1. Brunt-V•is•l• frequency N versus pressure 
for the nominal basic state. The thin wiggly line is the 
Voyager radio occultation profile with a moist adiabat 
below the 0.7-bar level [after Achterberg and ln9erzoll, 
1989]. The heavy smooth line is the nominal model 
with co - 447 m/s, c• - 222 m/s, P0 - 0.472 bar, and 
Pr - 5.44 bar. 

profile mimics the response function shown in Fig. 3 
of AT89, Two parameters match exactly--the location 
of the first resonance and its peak-to-trough ratio. The 
former determines the speed of the wave, and the latter 
determines the leakiness of the waveguide and hence the 
amplitude in the stratosphere. Leakiness is determined 
more by the thickness of the low-N region (,,, 0.5 to 2 
bar) than by the value of N there. 

Resonances in the waveguide produce peaks in D(m) 
similar to those in Fig. 3 of AI89. Each peak corre- 
sponds to a distinct mode of the waveguidesthe first 
mode spanning one quarter-cycle in the troposphere, 
the next mode three quarter-cycles, and so on. The 
stratospheric wavenumber mH,, in units of inverse scale 
heights, is 3.4 for the first mode and 16.4 for the sec- 
ond. The basis functions p•/2• of the first two reso- 
nant modes resemble those plotted in Fig. 4 of AI89. 
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' ,•i-• • , , , '," •.0 
0 100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000 
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Figure 2. Temperature versus time at a fixed radial 
distance 10,000 km from the impact point for six dif- 
ferent pressures (given in bars on the right side). Total 
energy is 102? erg. The heating per unit pressure inter- 
val is constant in the stratosphere and is proportional 
to pressure in the troposphere (Pro - co). 
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Figure :1. Temperature versus radius at three fixed 
times after the impact. The energy is 102? erg, and the 
pressure is 0.045 bar. The heating profile is the same 
as in Fig. 2. 

There are no discrete modes--modes with negative m • 
that decay with height in the stratosphere. 

The values of mH, for our nominal model are some- 
what larger than the values 2•r/3 = 2.1 and 2•r/0.5 = 
12.6 inferred by Allison [1990] from vertical variations 
in the Voyager radio occultation profiles. Allison in- 
terprets these variations as waves leaking out of the 
tropospheric waveguide, and infers a water abundance 
there that is 2 or 3 times the solar value. The inference 

is qualitatively consistent with (2), since smaller m im- 
plies larger Ce and hence larger values of N H. From 
the observed maximum speed of westward-propagating 
waves, Williarr• an, d Yamagata [1984] infer an upper 
bound Ce - gx/•e _• 155 m/s (see their discussion of 
the /;i• scale on p. 459), in good agreement with the 
estimates of AI89 and Allison. 

Resonant modes dominate the response to the im- 
pact. Even in the stratosphere the disturbance is a se- 
ries of separate pulses, each travelling at the speed Ce of 
a tropospheric mode. Figure 2 shows the time series of 
temperature at a point !0,000 km from the impact, for 
six different pressure levels in the atmosphere. From left 
to right, the three pulses are the first, second, and third 
modes of the waveguide. As shown in section 7.3 of Gill, 
the short horizontal wavelengths are non-dispersive and 
have the largest group velocity, which in this case is Ce. 
The short waves from the first mode are the fastest, 
and have a speed of 130 m/s for this nominal model. 
According to AI89, the speed varies as the square root 
of the water abundance. For each mode, the longer 
waves propagate away more slowly, eventually leaving 
only the waves with •.ero group velocity--inertial oscil- 
lations with frequency •. The detailed shape of each 
pulse varies with altitude because the resonant modes 
oscillate with respect to z. (Fig. 4 of AI89). 

Figure 3 shows profiles of temperature versus radius 
at three different times after the impact, for a pressure 
level of 0.045 bar. The pulse farthest from the origin 
is the first mode. In an infrared image tuned to this 
pressure level, the disturbance would appear as three 
concentric rings representing the first three tropospheric 
modes. The amplitude of each pulse decreases as 1/r 2 
because both the radial width and the circumference of 
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the disturbed fluid vary as r. Up to a point, the dis- 
turbance amplitude is proportional to the initial energy 
and inversely proportional to c21, which is N2H 2 for the 
tropospheric waveguide. This dependence holds until 
the amplitude gets too large and the waveguide gets 
too weak (small c•), at which point the scaling breaks 
down. These curves (Figs. 2 and 3) are for Pm= oo, 
meaning that the heating per unit pressure interval q 
is constant in the stratosphere and is proportional to 
pressure in the troposphere. For smaller values of Pm 
the heating is concentrated at higher altitudes, and the 
amplitude of the first mode is smaller. 

The disturbance amplitude is large, especially at the 
higher altitudes. At 8000 km from the source (Fig. 3), 
the amplitude of the temperature perturbation is +1 K 
at P - 0.045 bar. The associated vertical velocity is +5 
m/s. These numbers are for an impact energy of 102? 
ergs, which is a modest-sized fragment, 0.5 km in diam- 
eter, if it were made of solid ice. The amplitudes are 
not totally realistic, however, because the wave would 
break close to the source, causing the heated fluid to 
mix. Such mixing is treated in our linear model by 
spreading the initial energy over a finite area. For a 
disk of radius 200 km and energy 102? ergs, we find that 
the tropospheric amplitudes never exceed 25 K, which 
is only 10% of T itself and therefore within the range of 
linear theory. This amount of spreading has little effect 
on the amplitudes at r = 8000 kin. The stratospheric 
waves will probably break close to the source but will 
reappear downstream as in Figs. 2 and 3 after leaking 
up from the tropospheric waveguide. Impacts of order 
1029 ergs will excite detectable stratospheric waves that 
are not tied to the tropospheric waveguide (H94). These 
waves propagate at speeds up to 400 m/s, but they have 
smaller amplitudes than those studied here and will be 
unobservable for the smaller impacts. 

The encouraging result from this linear theory is that 
gravity waves should be visible even for relatively small 
impacts. If the disturbance rings can be seen, regardless 
of conditions near the source, then we will have an es- 
timate of the thermal structure in the water cloud and 
an estimate of the Jovian water abundance. 
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